WEDNESDAY is an interpreter for a language describing the lexicon and operating on natural language sentences. The system operates from left to right, interpreting the various words comprising the sentence one at a time. The basic ideas of the approach are the following: a) to introduce into the lexicon linguistic knowledge that in other systems is in a centralized module. The lexicon therefore carries not only morphological data and semantic descriptions.
Also syntactic knowledge is distributed throughout it, partly of a procedural kind.
b)
to build progressively a cognitive representation of the sentence in the form of a semantic network, in a global space, accessible from all levels of the analysis. c) to introduce procedures invoked by the words themselves for syntactic memory management. Simply stated, these procedures decide on the opening, closing, and mantaining of search spaces; they use detailed constraints and take into account the active expectations.
WEDNESDAY is implemented in MAGMA-LISP and with a stress on the non-deterministic mechanism.
I.
Parsing typologically diverse languages emphasizes aspects that are absent or of little importance in English. By taking these problems into account, some light may be shed on: a) insufficiently treated psycholinguistic aspects b) a design which is less language-dependent c) extra-and non-grammatical aspects to be taken into consideration in designing a friendly English
The work reported here has largely involved problems with parsing Italian. One of the typical features of Italian is a lower degree of word order rigidity in sentences. For instance, "Paolo ama Maria" (Paolo loves Maria) may be rewritten without any significant difference in meaning (leaving aside questions of context and pragmatics) in any the six possible permutations: Paolo ama Maria, Paolo Maria ama, Maria ama Paolo, Maria Paolo ama, ama Paolo Maria, ama Maria Paolo. Although Subject-Verb-Object is a statistically prevalent construction, all variations in word order can occur inside a component, and they may depend on the particular words which are used.
2.
In ATNSYS (Cappelli, Ferrari, Moretti, Prodanof and Stock, 1978) , a previously constructed ATN based system (Woods, 1970) , a special dynamic reordering mechanism was introduced in order to get sooner to a correct syntactic analysis, when parsing sentences of a coherent text (Ferrari and Stock, 1980 the paths to be followed in the search for the appropriate meaning. Words are defined as coroutines. The control passes from one word, whose execution is temporarily suspended, to another one and so on, with reentering in a suspended word if an event occurs that can help proceeding in the suspended word's discrimination net.
This approach too takes into little account syntactic constraints, and therefore implies serious problems while analyzing complex, multiple clause sentences.
It is interesting tc note that, though our approach was strictly parsing oriented from the outset, there are in it many similarities with concepts developed independently in the LexicalFunctional Grammar linguistic theory (Kaplan & Bresnan, 1982) .
3.
A parser for flexible word order languages must be substantially data driven. In our view syntax has two distinct roles in this connection -to give impulses for assembling cognitive representations (basically impulses to search for fillers for gaps or substitutions to be performed in the representations) -to structure the space of search of fillers.
WEDNESDAY, the system presented here, is an interpreter for a language describing the lexicon and operating on natural language sentences. The system operates from left to right, interpreting the various words comprising the sentence one at a time.
The diagram for WEDNESDAY is shown in Fig. 1 To manage structured spaces in this way -to maintain a syntactic control in the analysis of complex sentence -to keep an emphasis on the role played by the lexicon. Fig.2 shows a space management procedure, considering two space types, S and N. 4. Impulses can be of two types. A MERGE is an impulse to merge an explicitly indicated node with another node that must satisfy certain constraints, under certain conditions. MERGE is therefore the basic network assembling resource. We use to characterize the node quoted in a MERGE impulse as a "gap" node, a node that actually is merged with a gap node as a "filler" node. c) the indication of the values of the features that must not be in contrast with the corresponding features of the filler (i.e. an unspecified value of the feature in the filler is ok, a different value from the one specified is bad). If the value of the feature in the filler is NIL, the value specified here will be assumed. d) a markvalue that must not be contrasted by the markvalue of the filler e) sideffects caused by the merging of the nodes. These can be: SETFLAG, which raises a specified flag (that can subsequently alter the result of a test), REMFLAG, which removes a flag, and SUBSUBJ, which specifies the instantiation node and the ordinal number of the relative argument identifying a node. The subject of the subordinate clause (whose MAIN node will be actually filling the gap resulting from the present MERGE) will be implicitly merged into the node specified in SUBSUBJ. It should be noted that the latter may also be a gap node, in which case also after the present operation it will maintain that characteristic.
(,NOUN () (S(COND((CANCLOSE) (NON-DET(T(CLOSESPACE) (~NOUN)) ((IS-EXPECTED N NS) (OPENSPACE N)))) ((OR(NOT(MAIN-ARRIVED)) (IS-EXPECTED N NS)) (OPENSPACE N)) ((FAIL)))) (N(COND((CANCLOSE)(CLOSESPACE)(~NOUN)))))
MARK is an impulse to stick a markvalue onto a node. If the chosen node has already a markvalue, the new one will be forced in and will replace it.
MUST indicates that the current space will not be closed if the gap is not filled. Not all gaps have a MUST: in fact in the resulting network there is an indication of which nodes remain gaps.
As mentioned before, the merging of two nodes is generally an act under non-deterministic control: a non-deterministic point is established and the first attempt consists in making the proposed merging. Another attempt will consist in simply not performing that merging. A FIRST specification results in not establishing a nondeterministic point and simply merging the gap with the first acceptable filler.
By and large the internal structure of gaps may be explained as follows.
A gap has some information bound to it. More information is bound to subgaps, which are LISP atoms generated by interpreting the specification of alternatives within a MERGE impulse. When an "interesting event" occurs those subgaps are awakened which "find the event promising".
Subsequently, if one of the subgaps actually finds that a node can be merged with its "father" gap and that action is performed, the state of the memories is changed in the following way: -in the SENTENCE COGNITIVE MEMORY the merging results in substitution of the node and of inverse pointers.
-in the STRUCTURED SYNTACTIC MEMORY the gap entity is eliminated, together with the whole set of its subgaps.
Furthermore if the filler was found in a headlist, it will be removed from there. One further significant aspect is that with the arrival of the MAIN all nodes present in headlists must be merged. If this does not happen the present attempt will abort.
5.
Another Fig.3a and Fig.3b (in English words, more or less: "the eastern treatise advices the student to talk without words" and "the oriental wisemen silently informs the student that he (the wiseman) is talking").
COGNITIVE NETWORK: C0000183:
P-BE-SILENT X00OO175 C0000180:
P-GER EOOOO178 C0000183 E0000178:
P-TALK X0OOO175 COOOO174:
P-STUDENT XOOOO175 COO00165:
P-ADVISE XOO00076 EOOOO178 XOOOO175 C0000119:
P-EASTERN XOOOOO76 COOO0075:
P-TREATISE XOOOO076 
